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Lotus 1-2-3 4.0 for DOS
http://vetusware.com/download/Lotus%201-2-3%204.0%20for%20DOS/?id=11987
Release 4 is the final version available for MS/PC DOS. This version requires at least a 286 CPU. 
 This version adds a somewhat Windows-like user interface, and adds  support for 2D/3D spread
sheets. Release 4.0 is backwards compatible  with earlier 1-2-3 files.

Valdocs 2.00 for Epson QX-10
http://vetusware.com/download/Valdocs%202.00%20for%20Epson%20QX-10/?id=11988
Valdocs is an office suite that was bundled with the Epson QX-10 (and later QX-16) Z80 based
computer. It was "WYSIWYG" in that it could display different fonts of different sizes in the editor
on the screen. It could also embed images in the document, and print the document to a graphics
printer.   Valdocs 2 included significant speed improvements over the original Valdocs 1 release -
which was heavily criticized for its sluggishness. However Valdocs 2 was released before it was
ready and was extremely buggy.   Valdocs runs under RSI's TPM-III operating system, which is
included on the floppy disks. The system is designed to run from dual floppy drives, but may be
installed on a Comprex ComFiler 10 megabyte external hard drive.   This version is specifically for
the QX-10.   This archive contains five 5.25" DSDD TPM-III formatted floppy disk  images in
ImageDisk, SCP, and Kryoflux formats.   The disks are as follows: 01 - Load-Time 02 - Run-Time
03 - Utilities 04 - Demo and Master Help files 05 - Data and Master Help files

Valdocs Plus for Epson QX-10 (5.25)
http://vetusware.com/download/Valdocs%20Plus%20for%20Epson%20QX-10%20_5.25_/?id=119
89
Valdocs is an office suite that was bundled with the Epson QX-10 (and later QX-16) Z80 based
computer. It was "WYSIWYG" in that it could display different fonts of different sizes in the editor
on the screen. It could also embed images in the document, and print the document to a graphics
printer.   Valdocs Plus is an upgrade to Valdocs 2.0 created after Rising Star Industries parted
ways with Epson.   This version is specifically for the QX-10.   This archive contains six 5.25"
DSDD TPM-III formatted floppy disk images in ImageDisk, SCP, and Kryoflux formats.   01 - Load
02 - Run 1 03 - Run 2 04 - Utilities 05 - Help 06 - Data

VisiCalc IV v2.0
http://vetusware.com/download/VisiCalc%20IV%20v2.0/?id=11990
VisiCalc IV adds graphing, sorting, arranging columns, and keysaver macros.   It does this by
including StretchCalc. StretchCalc was a third party VisiCalc add-on from Multisoft Corp that
added this functionality to previous VisiCalc versions.   This archive contains one 320K floppy disk
image in Copy 2 PC + Snatchit, Transcopy, Kryoflux, and SuperCard Pro format.   Important: This
software contains copy protection, and no unprotect is known to exist. To recreate a functional
disk, you must use one of the included formats to write it.   It appears it may skip the copy
protection check if it is run from a  hard drive.
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